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Summary

WIrflt hnppens befriteen tlw d,rcnr
and the patiefi in Generu,I
Pruntice? Arc the patienfs needs
met? Dr Leuenstein discusses th.e
uilnl impoftnnce for tlw GP of
IwuirW a mnd,el tn worh fiom
&Ekg a consultatian uthich is
Wtient-orientnted and not dnctot
eentred This wiII help th,e dactnr to
aseeftnin tlw rcaI teeson for tlw
patienf,s uistt tn underctffid his
prcblems and tn enter inID his
wofld. Simplified exam4iles of
doctorpatient inteructians ane
gfuen tn ilhrstrute lwu: tlwrwdel
opera,tes by pa,ying afierrtinn tn tlw
patienfs expeetntiany his feelhgs
and his fearc,
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Patient- centred consultation

INTRODUCTION

It has long been accepted that what happens between
doctor and patient is the cardinal feahrre of General
Pmctice (GP). The interaction which occurs between the
trvo is centnl to the type of health care delivered and
whether or not the patientis needs are met There is clarity
about the problems that may emerge from the consultatioru
ie physical psychological social familial mino4 major;
serious, undifferentiated and fragmented, for example, and
the opportrnities that these offer for different types of care
and intervention, particularly on a continuing basis. This
relative certainty exists only when the prcblems have been
defined and categorized

Less unanimity exists on the clinical method the General
Practitioner (GP) uses while searching for and identifying
problems. Several workers have made contributiong
in one way or another, to facilitate the emergence of these
pnrblems. Balint has pointed out the need for self-
awareness of the doctor and deeper diagnoses,l other
authors have voiced the need for certain attihrdes that
need to be displayed by the physiciarl also the stages a
consultation should go througtq'z and more recently
Pendleton has defined'tasks' which have to be completed3

flowever, there is little on the clinical method the GP
should use while 'searching fof and identifying these
pnrblems. In fact, great play has been made of the fact that
GPs vary markedly in their'approactf and 'style' towards
patients. This is understandable if one remembers that al
have been tained in the taditional medical model to deal
with a totally different sihration

The lack of a distinctive model for General Practice
hampers the progress of the discipline in several ways. For
example, as GPs are using different models it is
understandable that morbidity shrdies in the discipline are
often at great variance with one another. Furthermore, in
the teaching of the discipline the absence of a model
makes the leaming, teaching and evaluation of the
consultation exhemely difficult and the wide variation of
trainers models makes the exercise highly subjective.

CONTENT OF GET{ERAL PRACTICE

It is agreed that the content of practice for the GP differs
vastly finm his specialist colleagues. Using the traditional
concept of the severity and chronicity of conditions, general
practitioner shrdies have shown thnt 8-30% of conditions
are 'chronic', only 6-17% are 'serious' and. 5I-77% are
'minof.a In fact, some general practitioners regard the bulk
of their work as 'hdvial, 'unnecessary' and 'inappropriate'5.

Furthermorg it is recognised that a large part of this so
called 'tuivia is psychosocial in it$ genesis and there is
even argument as to the relevance this has to the work of a
doctor.6

PATIENTS' REASONS FOR ATTEF.{DAI'IICE

The crisp point remains, that whether he likes it or nof the
GP will be confronted by patients who feel 'minof

dishrrbances in their normal well-being. Patients are not
able to distinguisb usually, what is organic and what norr
organic at the early undifferentiated stage of their illness
These so called'mino1 deviations ftom the patientsr norm
should have a major significance in the GP's world if he
wants to detect the earliest signs of illness and institute
preventive care on all levels and at all stages successfirlly.

Nor do patients believe that their illnesses are kivial There
is abundant evidence showing that, for whatever reasons,
patients are highly selective as to what they present to their
doctor, and the medical services only deal with a fraction of
symptoms in the community.6 Studies have shown that
only 10-33% of illness incidents reach the doctor and that
even the seriously ill do not seek care.6'i'8. Thus the patient
that presents in our consulting rooms has already selected
himself and attends for a whole host of neasons which he
obviously regards as important More pertinently, if we, as
doctors, do not ascerbain the reasons for the pains and
arxieties of patients, it is understandable that they will
seek help elsewhere from those that they perceive might do
sq such as the pmctitioners of alternative medicine.

The elucidation of all the reasons for the patient's
atbendance has been found to be crucial to the success of
any interaction Following on Balint's seminal worlgt Byne
and Long, in their analysis of thousands of consultatiors of
British doctors, found that the single most common
reasons for a dysfunctional consultatiorl was the doctols
failure to ascertain the reasons for the patient's
atbendance.2 Hull obsewed tlnt more tlran half of 335
women expressed reservations as to whether they told the
doctor why they had corsulted-e There is little doubt that
it is the psychosocial aspects of the visit that are the ones
missed by the doctor who is acting from his own fiame of
reference. He is desinrus of diagnosing and excluding
ffierentiated organic disease in a world where little exists
His doctor-cenhed approactr, which assumes that all can
be categorised diagnosed and managed by his lmowledge
of disease, is fiustated by the patient's own needs and
concerns and reasons for attendance.

PSYCHGSOCIAL ASPECTS OF ILLNESS

Assuming that we are missing all the psychosocial aspects
of illness does not necessarily prove that these are relevant
What evidence exists that they are? Fintly, it has been
shown that purely physical lesions per se may only be
presented when psychcsocial factors intervene. Zola
underscored the fact that individuals often make
appointnents to see their doctors after disageements with
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Patient-centred consultation

Life crises are essor;iflted with
serinu^s di,wcrses

Th,e mnst eommnn rcason for
an unmtceessful con sukntinn
wun thp dactnt's failwe tn find
otrt WHY the patierrt eame.

their mothers, difficulties at work and even afber
unforhrnate incidents at gatherings.l0'11. Trhus at the very
outset the patiends pnesence can be a mix of physical and
psycho-social factors which are part and parcel of the
patientis illness and reasons for atbendance.

At a more complex level life crises such as bereavemen!
divorce and major geographic dislocation have been shown
to be associated with serious disease, such as coronar1/
artery diseasel2, cancef3, strokesra, rheumatoid arthritisrs,
sheptococcal diseasest5 and depressiont6. Furthermore,
psychosocial factors have been shown to have had
profound influence on the outcome and the aetiologz of an
illness. Whether a patient went on to chronic brucellosis
with all the clinical parameters that are used to measure it
was determined mainly by a dishrbed or troubled life
sihration or by gross haumatic events or circumstances in
early life.tt Similar observations were made in shrdies on
the outcome of such varied conditions as Asian Flu'8 and
constrictive peri- carditiste.

The relationship of the family and marriage to illness has
also been explored Here it has been shown that there is
higher morbidiU and mortali[z in the bereavedm, increased
disease such as influenza, pneumoni4 syphillis and
cirrhosis in unmanied persons2r, and increased mental
illness in dysfunctional families22 to quote just a few
examples.

OT]TCOMES

The outcome of illness is affected by the intervention of
doctors. Egbert et al showed, in a carefirlly conholled
study, that merely by providing explanation and
informatior! the amount of post-operative pain experienced
by patients decreased dramatically.23 By providing
emotional support to mothers whose children had
operations, the children s physical and psychological
recoveries were hasteneda. In a sfudy conducted by
Querido on patients admitbed to surgical medical and
psychiatoic wards, it was determined that a wide range of
social and emotional factors determined outcome to a
greater exbent than did clinical parameters2s.

More specifically, with regard to outcome, Stewart showed
that patient-cenfed interviews, in a general practice setting
were associated with a higher level of patient satisfaction
and compliance.b Patient compliance was found to be
betber when they had had some involvement in their health
care26 and compliance was found to be evident only when
patients were involved in the decision making process3
These are all higtrly pertinent observations when one
realises that twothirds of patients fail to take their doctors
advice3. Patient satisfaction was far higher, in a carefirl

sh-rdy conducted by Pendletoq when the doctor dealt with
patient concems and expectations and communicated
warmttr, interest and concem3

PATIEI\IT- CENTRED APPROACH

There appears to be a need for a clinical approach which
will take into account all the aspects of a patiends illness
within appropriate time consbaints. This is particuJarly so
in the area of undifferentiated ill:ress in the general
practice situation

It is argued that in General Practice the crucia-l activity is
to ascerbain all the reasons for the patient's attendance.
This inevitably involves a host of physical psychological
and social components whictr, however, do not constihrte
the only aspect of corsultations since doctor-initiated
activities (such as preventive and educational intervention
as well as the diagnosis and management of clearcut
organic disease) are also part of any 'model'. It is
nevertheless essential that the GP reveal the patiends
unique situatiorl since this has an effect on the outcome of
his patient's illness and treatunenl his r.r.rlnerability to
serious illness, his compliance with management and his
own personal satisfaction

WIwt lwpryrts between dncnr
and patiarrt is iltp cdrdinfll
feafrne of generul pmctice

As McWhinney has pointed ouf there are essentially two
tlpes of models in medicine d.octnr-cmted ar:d paticnt-
cenbedzl

O In the former the doctor attempts to interpret the
patiends illness in terms of his own explanatory
framework The interview is dominated by the doctor
who, it is assumed, has all the necessary knowledge and
skills - the individual patient's participation is almost
irrelevant The objective is to fit the patient's illness into
a precise classification Iinking the synptoms and signs
with organic patholory and identifuing single exbemal
causes such as microorganisms. The power of the
doctor-cenhed reductionist model needs no explanation
as to its effectiveness in the diagnosis and exclusion of
clearcut organic disease.

O In the patient-cenhed model, the doctor sees each
patient as a unique individual with a unique illness.28He
endeavours to enter and'tune in to the patient's world
and facilitate the expression of his perceptions of illness.
The doctor, Iurthermore does not place a value
judgement on the patient's illness, recognising that
whatever its nahle, it is causing pain and anxiety to the
patienL Bearing in mind the multi-causal factors of
illness, he listers carefi-rlly to the patient and attempts to
enter the patiends world using empathy, non-
judgemental acceptance and congruence. It is accepted
that the doctor carurot be patient-centred unless he is
aware of self and his attifude and behaviour are
appropriate to such an approactr"
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Patient centred consultation

Patient
Doctor:
Patient
Doctor:
Patient

GENERAL PRACTICE MODEU8

It is obvious that both models have relevance to GP.
However, the most important objective of any interaction is
to establish the reasons for the patiends atbendance - the
components of his illness. In the short time available,
atbention must be paid to detail of the patient's
presentation since all t}at he says and does in this
concenbated time (which has perhaps followed hours, even
years of indecision) must surely be relevanL The reason for
his atbendance can be expressed in terms of his
expectations, his feelings and his fears. Every patient
who seeks help has expectations explicit and implicit of the
doctor. Furthermore, he has feelings related to his illness
which can be the result of several factors. Although fears
are feelings, they are such a universal component of illness
that they are gwen a separate heading.

The doctor can facfitate the expression of the patient's
reason for attendance or he can 'cut-off the patienl
This can be effected by ignoring him or failing to take up
what he is expressing both verbally or non-verbally,
thereby ignoring the context of the patiends presentation or
repeatedly rejecting what the patient is tying to
communicate to him

To illushate these features of the model, a few simplified
examples of doctor and patient-cenfued interviews are
presented

DOCTOR-CENI'RED II{TERVIEW

Expectntian

Patient I would like a check-un.
Doctor: C.ood- I see you haven-'t been for some time.

Feelirqs

Patient I thought it was about time.
Doctor: Once a year is about right Have you got any

complaints?
No t rea l l y . . .
Have you been ill or off work at alP
(Srghs): I never miss a day. . .
Sq there is nothing really sigrrificant. . .?
Only the odd ache and pain which, I suppose,
is normal Also the long hours at work make
me tired I really need a holiday.

In the patientreenhed mdpL
tIrc drcnr sees eanh patient as
a wdque indfuiid,wl with a
wiqup illnesa

PATMNT-CENTR,ED INTERVIEW

Expectati.on

Patient I would like a check-up.
Doctor: Fine, is there any particuJar reason why you

came today?

Feelings

Patient

Doctor:
Patient
Doctor:
Patient
Doctor:
Patient
Doctor:
Patient

Doctor:
Patient:

Well, it has been some time and the wife
insisted . . .
Why is that?
We[ I haven't been myself lately.
In what way?
It's nothing really.
Nothing. . .?
I suppose it's the pressure at work . . .
Y e s .  .  .
Ids getting so much that I have been taking it
out on the family. I am impossible to live with.
You sound pretby down?
I suppose I arn I rcally must get my priorities
riCht

Doctor: What do you mean?
Patient Perhaps we can talk about it some other time.

Feorc

Patient . . . I really hope it is nothing serious.
Doctor: What is?
Patient These shooting pains across my chest
Doctor: Tell me about thern
Patient Well they come at the oddest times and

they're getting more frequent
Doctor: How long do they last?
Patient About a few seconds, just on the left side of

my chest under my nipple.
Doctor We[ what did you think it may be?
Patient WeL I was worried about my heart . . .

In these examples a marked difference is noted In the
doctor-centred (DC) interview the patient's expectation is
accepted at face value and the doctor sees the whole
tansaction fiom his world, namely, to diagnose or eliminate
organic disease. He ignores the'hivia', he allows nothing to
flow fiom the patien! controlling the interview fiom start to
finistr" We Imow very little about the patiends unique world
and his underlying feelings.

By contrast in the patient-cenhed (PC) interview, the
doctor makes every effort to'hme in to his patient's world.
He listers and subtly creates opporh-rnities for the patient
to express all his reasons for atbendance. This is
accomplished effortlessly by allowing the patient to dictate
the interview and its pace. He allows as mtrch as possible tn
flow fum tfu patient whirh is tlw key tn the pafient-centred
madel Everythng the patient says is regarded as significant
and the patient is allowed the opporhrnity to elaborate on
his own unique circumstances.

The patienf,s rcal neeson for a
consultntinn is erucinl tn tlw
sucee&s of any inteructian

Feats

Doctor Im sure lll find nothing wnrng.
Parient I hope not :
Docton You look in the pink of healttr.
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Patient- centred consultation

EXPECTATIONS

The consultation is initiated by the patient who states his
expectatiorl which is the spontaneous, conscious reason for
his presence. In this instance it was for a physical
examination which the patient anticipates the doctor will
aclmowledge and/or act upon The patient invariably
requires his expectation to be at least aclmowledged or the
interaction will become totally dysfirnctional eg . . .

Patient I would like a check-up.
Doctor: You have a mole on your cheek
Patient That's nothing itis been there for years. I need

a check-up.
Doctor: I think we must take that out under local

anaesthetic.
Patient I haven t got time. lm very busy at work I

must have an annual check-up.
Doctor: It doesn t take long to cut it out

Expectations may, on occasion, be implicit such as in a
doctor-initiated interaction for a blood pressure check, for
example. Mostly, the expectation is'physical' in nahre and
relates to organs or systems or to syrpptoms emanating
from thern The expectation can be couched in the form of
a requesl a demand: 'Give me a check up, a question
'Can I have . . . ?' or a statement 'It is time for my check-
up'.
The doctor should at least meet the patiends expectation
on a reality level This can be in the form of
acknowledgement by obtaining clarification, asking
appropriate questions, performing examinations and
instituting investigations with the ultimate objective of
making a diagnosis and instituting heatrnenl if appropriate.
Some interactions lend themselves only to the meeting of
expectations such as emergencieg episodic care, etc.
FEELINGS
The emotional content of the patiends illness can be
reflected by the patiends feelings. These may reflect the
predominant part of the illness or be one of its corstihrent
parts. Feelings are not often explicitly articulated by the
patient They are often under the surface and may even be
in the unconscious only surfacing during the pn:cess of the
interaction They may arise directly out of the stated
expectation or may be indicative of the patiends
personality, his pasl events in his life, or his defence
mechanisms. Feelings can be the psychological component
of the illness or arise from the effects of the illness.

In the PC interview the patientis feelings are facilitated and
developed: 'I haverit been myself lately - I suppose itis
the pressure at work - ids getting so much I am taking it
out on the famil)/, to accepting the interpretation that he is
'down'. Feelings or emotions need not be directly
expressed, although this may often occur or develop. The
patienl for examplg does not saSr I am hopeless, useless
or depressed. He says 'I am impossible to live witlf.
Often patients need permissinn to reflect fhsir fsplinoc

Patient Ids nothing really.
Doctor: Nothing. . .?

Patient I suppose it's pressure at work
In the DC interview there was no flexibilifiu and feelings
were not explored or allowed to develop - this was just
another physical examination Explicit feelings were
ignored, including the patient sighing and stating that work
made him tired Possible feelings were not allowed to
emerge, for example:

Doctor: Have you got any complaints?
Patient Not rea-lly. . .
Doctor: Have you been ill or off work?

The doctor perceived this from his world in organic
physical terms and ossumed that that was all the patient
wanted

By mercIy prcaid,W explnnfr
A5" orrA"i;forrr*Airr, tii p"n

dedea-
sed

Tlw dmtur slwuld, build bridges
fufrpeen hirnffiIf und the patient
tn fanilitnle trarst and
conwrurrdcatiDfl

FEARS
Fears are almost universal to any doctor-patient interaction
To a lesser or greater exbent the patient is dealing with the
unh:rown and it is rare to find a patient who has no
arxieties or fantasies about his illness, its possible
management and the effect it may have on his life. Fears,
being feelings, can have their source in the here and now,
in past events or be part and parcel of the patient's
personality or circumstances In the PC interview the
patient's fears were erpressed 'I hope ids not serious . . .'
'These shooting pains across my chest'. In the DC
interview we haverit the vaguest idea what the patient is
worried abouf although the patient states that he hopes
'the doctor will find nothing wrong'.

DOCTOR FACILITATTVE BEIIAVIOURS
The doctor in the PC model must allow the interview to be
dictated by the patienL To do this he must use verbal and
non-verbal facilitative techniques of one or other type. The
questions must be operl norr'directive, allowing the patient
to expand As the objective is to follow-up all the patient
presents, reflective questions and silences can be exhemely
usefi.rl Interpretatiors, observations and even confronta-
tions can also be used to allow the patient to develop his
feelings fruther and thereby a deeper understanding of his
illness. To enter into the patient's world is a difficult art
requiring the qualities of empathy, non-judgemental
acceptance, congruence and honesty. The most crucial
athibute of all is a lmowledse of self.

ene rwt ofien explictfly
by tltn pafreffi

In the PC interview the doctor gets the patient to elaborate
his own perceptions using all these techniques. He is
building bridges behreen himself and the patient to
facilitate tust and commr:nication
The doctor, in facfitating all aspects of the patient's illnesg
does not run the risk of invading the patient's privacy. He
does not probe or dig, but merely invites the expression of
the patiends feelings or opinions. If the patient does not
wish to proceed, the doctor can get the message and 'drop'

the subject The doctor acts only on what the patient gives
hirr
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Patient-centred consultation

Som,etimes, wlwt a patier*
dyydt sW ean be a eue ta th,e
d,unn

Patient I suppose I really must get my priorities right
Docton What do you mean?
Patient Perhaps we can talk about it some other time.

This example also serves to show how the doctols
facilitating behaviour helps generate management options
In this instance the patient elects to cope with the
generated problems himself. It is obvious that this
interview may have developed out of the patient asking for
help, referral and,/or stating that his marriage was in ruing
his job in jeopardy, etc.

PATMNT CIMS

As everything that emanates fiom the patient is significant
the patient may be cueing or prompting the doctor
consciously or rmconsciously by his verba-l or non-verbal
behavior.r. In the DC intervieq several cues are missed, for
example: 'Not really', (asking for permission to express
feelings) and'(Sighs): I never miss a day' (reflecting on the
hopelessness of the sihration).

Often the patient gives the doctor another chance by
cueing him again In the DC interview the patienl not
having been let ir1 evenhrally mentions 'the odd ache and
pain'.

In the PC interiew the doctor picks up every cue allowing
the patient to tum a simple interaction into a rich unique
mosaic of the patient's curent situation in life, instead of a
dull ftustrating ritual

Patient detail is thus of the utunost significance. These
details are the cues to the doctor. Cues can arise from the
circumstances of the consuitation; a low user, for example,
consuJting for something trivial should alert the doctor to
find out the other rcasons for attendance. Appearance and
non-verbal behavioru also may'cue' the doctor. Sometimeg
what a patient doesn't say can be a cue!

Doctor: Ho#s the family?
Patient We[ my wife and Margaret are fine.
Doctor: You haverit mentioned Jeoff.
Patient Dond talk to me about Jeoff. He is drivine us

all mad. He has dropped out. . .

CUTTINGOFF

Faihue to take up what the patient presents or 'cues',

whether this be an expectatio4 feeling or fear, results in
the doctor cutting-off the patient and thereby missing an
opporhrnif to gain fiill insight into the patiends ilb:ress It
can also result in frushation for the patient since the
doctor is placing his own priorities above those of his
patient He is operating from his own world and imposing
it on the patient

Again we see how in the DC interview the patient is not
allowed to expand on any of his statements. The doctor

does not even aclmowledge some of the patienCs feelings
and keeps returning to his own perspective:

Patient (Sighs): 'I never miss a dal
Doctor So there is nothing sigrificant

A fi-uther stark example of cutting-off is given where the
doctor fails even to take up the patientls expectation (See
heading' E xpectations').

COT{TINIIING CARE

While this paper concentmtes only on the rcasons for the
patient's attendance, it is obvious that the data contained
in any one interaction can be used to build up a total
pichue of the patient and his family and at fuhrre
consultations, where appropriate, be reflected on again It is
but a fiagment in an ongoing prccess and the patient in
this example may well 'wish to talk about getting his
priorities right' on a subsequent occasion

The PC general practitioner model does not exclude the
reductionist medical model where the latber is appropriate,
such as in the diagnosing or elimina'bion of a clear-cut
organic entity or suspicious s1'rnptorn The formal medical
model can be interspersed at any appropriate stage in the
interaction. Also, the PC intewiew must be seen in the
context of the the job definition of the GP, namely to
initiate preventive care and to see to continuing care for all
physical psychological and social problems of patient and
family. In making management decisions the GP is called
upon to apply his lmowledge and skills to a lesser or
gr€ater exbent With this model he involves the patient in

Patient detflils one cu,es for th,e
dncnn

the process of diagnosis and management altematives.

Patient eornplitrnae is bet@r
when pa,tienls arc iru)obed in
thqir ou)n hpa,Ith eele

Furthermore, there are occasions when the urgency of a
problem may requile the doctor to impose his value system
and priorities on the patient eg a conllict between the
patient's expectations and feelings and the physicians
assessment of his needs. An example of this may be where
a doctor suspects an acute myocardial infarction and the
patient insists he only has heartbum and is too busy to go
to hospital

CONCLUSION

It is concluded that the patient's reasons for attendance
should be facilitated and that these, globally, fall turder the
headings of expectations, feelings and fears. Furthermore,
all that is offered, verbal and non-verbal should be taken
up and not cut-off The doctor should efibit facilitative
behaviours and endeavour to be aware of self. By following
this model a dysfrrnctional interview could be avoided
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Patient'centred consultation

coNcnEss QUOTES
W Sauillp Fumrm.

C Most patims ue scaled of dyulS of concer, bul
most of them will die of catdir>uosculnr disease

@R R MAmSONN

a Rheulnafic Heart Disease shauld be labelled "Owen
or PWs heort' os it is nnt o mEdirol, but a socir>
political prcblem

(DR R MATISONN

a The single mnst effecthrc thing we can da for ottr
patients thnt hnue had, a myocordid infarct, is tn
stop tfum smokirg

PROF JE ROSSOUW

O Ischnemfu Heoft Disease patiants thnt stop smokirg
redure tlpir risk fcrctnrs W 50%.

(PROF JE ROSSOLTW

a ON ALTERNATE MEDICINE. We must keep an
open mind, but rwt so oryn thnl orr brairc will fall
oul

(BASIL JAFFE)

O I regatd phumorists as "Doctos of Medbilw". T'hey
shouldn't be selling pantihose - tlry should guide
ow patients.

(PROF H GRANT\WHITE)
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